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The Best Value Approach (BVA) is a new project delivery method that 
has been developed at Arizona State University. It has been documented 
to increase performance and value on projects by the identification and 
utilization of expertise instead of management, direction, and control 
(MDC). It utilizes performance information that is simple, observable, 
and countable. It allows the expert vendor to know what the client proj-
ect requires, why they can achieve success and what they will do before 
they do it. The tracking of the project cost and time deviation requires an 
initial plan and method to track it. Preliminary results of the BVA have 
shown a 90% decrease in effort by client organizations, 98% customer 
satisfaction and has led to 1% vendor cost and time deviation rate. It ap-
plies to construction, services/IT projects, and any long-term service. In 
2014, a large private organization having difficulty delivering information 
technology (IT) and construction/facility services identified the BVA as 
a potential solution. This paper will summarize a major IT Enterprise 
Resource Planning case study that the large private organization used the 
BVA on and identify the full results.  
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1.  Introduction

In 2014, a Large Private Organization (LPO) was 
having difficulty delivering two types of projects: 
information technology (IT) and construction/facility 

services. The organization had recently tried to deliver 
an enterprise resource planning (ERP) software platform 
upgrade for the entire organization but was not successful. 
The organization ended up spending a year and $3M+, 
trying to work with a vendor to reach an agreeable plan 
and specifications, only to find out their expectations 
could not be met. The project was stopped, and the 
purchasing of the service was postponed. 

The LPO was using a traditional process to deliver its 

IT services. This model required them to create technical 
specifications to relay the requirement of the service to 
the vendors. Since most of the time the LPO did not have 
expertise in the service, the process required them to use 
time and resources to hire an IT consultant to help them 
create the specifications to deliver the service.

The traditional approach to delivering services has not 
had a good past performance history. The documented 
performance of the service industry has had low 
performance (in terms of on budget, on time, with high 
customer satisfaction) (Deming, 1982; Egan, 1998; 
Kashiwagi, 2009; IHS Markit, 2013; Goff, S., 2014; CII, 
2015; Rivera, 2017; Kashiwagi, 2018; PBSRG, 2018).
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[3][5][9][7][6][1][2][14][11][12] Organizations are continually trying
to find different methods that ensure they will receive
high performing services. A recent literature search
was performed, as part of a Ph.D. student’s dissertation
(Rivera, 2017),[14] to verify the poor performance of
services. The study reviewed over 208 publications from
6 major research databases. Thirty-six of the publications
had documentation of performance in terms of cost and
schedule overrun, customer satisfaction and quality.
Table 1 identifies six major industries’ performance.
The literature verified the low performance of services
and identified that despite the differences in technical
difficulty of each industry, the performance levels were
still similar.

Table 1. Service Industries Performance

Major Service Indus-
tries

On 
Time On Budget Customer Satis-

faction Quality

Information
Technology 40% 43% 4/10 Fair

Construction 25% 32% N/A Poor

Health Sector N/A N/A 6/10 Poor

Aerospace and De-
fense 14% 38% N/A N/A

Manufacturing 67% 50% 7/10 N/A

Energy 59% 59% 7/10 N/A

Like many other organizations, the LPO began 
looking for a way that minimizes their issues and 
failures in delivering IT services. In 2015, the Director 
of construction/facility services reached out to the 
Performance Based Studies Research Group (PBSRG) 
to train the organization on the Best Value Approach 
(BVA). The Director had learned about the BVA in 
conferences and identified it as a potential solution to the 
organization’s issues. After the organization was educated 
on the approach and identified its performance results, the 
organization was interested in using the process to try to 
re-deliver its ERP software upgrade. 

1.1 Best Value Approach (BVA) 
The Best Value Approach (BVA) was derived from the 
industry structure model (IS) (see Figure 1). The IS model 
splits the industry up into two main quadrants, the Value-
Based quadrant that has high competition and performance 
and the Price Based quadrant that has low competition and 
performance. The model identifies that low performance is 
caused due to buyers trying to manage, direct, and control 
(MDC) vendors. The only way to move to the Value-
Based quadrant is to utilize the expertise of the vendor, by 

moving the management and control of the project to the 
expert vendor.

High
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II. Best Value Approach

IV. Unstable Market

III. Negotiated-Bid

Buyer directs vendors
All vendors are the same
Lowest price wins
Minimum standards
No accountability
Low performance is acceptable

Identify and utilize expertise
Transparency
Language of metrics
Value of expertise increases
Lower cost and high quality
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(No Thinking)

Manage, Direct and 
Control (Influence)

Figure 1. Industry Structure Chart

The IS model identifies the following buyer traditional 
activities that are used to MDC vendors (Kashiwagi, 
2018; PBSRG, 2018):[11][12]

• Creating technical requirements and specifications.
• Partnering and developing relationships with vendors 

to enable the client to be involved with the management 
and development of the service.

• Using the contract as leverage over the vendor.
• Using a project manager to manage a vendor after 

they were awarded a contract.
The IS model also identifies that the following activities 

will enable buyers to utilize the expertise of vendors:
• Minimize involvement in technical details of services.
• Move buyer activities to that of quality assurance 

(ensuring the vendor has created a plan and is measuring 
their performance through non-technical metrics) instead 
of quality control (ensuring the vendor is performing all 
of their technical work correctly). 

• Require vendors to tell the client what the technical 
specifications and requirements should be.

• Utilize internal buyer personnel to help and protect 
the vendor. 

The BVA was developed to help buyers to understand and 
move to the Value-Based quadrant and perform the activities 
that enable them to utilize the expertise of vendors. The 
BVA splits a project up into three major phases (selection, 
clarification, and execution) (see Figure 2):

Selection Phase: Vendors will compete based on 
their level of expertise instead of their technical scope 
of work. During this phase, the vendors are not given 
technical requirements or specifications, but a list of 
expectations and explanation of “what the client thinks 
they want”. They are selected upon their past performance 
metrics, ability to identify risk, and capability of their key 
personnel. The vendor that is highest ranked moves into 
clarification. 
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Clarification Phase: This is the most important phase, 
as the vendor with the highest level of expertise now 
is required to create their scope of work and technical 
requirements. They are also required to explain how 
they will accomplish the work efficiently and with high 
customer satisfaction. They are required to identify 
their plan for beginning to end, all risks that they do not 
control, all major milestones, how they will measure their 
performance, and justify their costs. During clarification, 
the client will express their concerns and feedback about 
the contractor’s plan and the contractor has to address 
those concerns in their plan. Regardless, if the concerns 
from the client are technical or non-technical, the vendor 
is required to resolve the concern using non-technical 
language. The contract is only signed when the client is 
totally comfortable with the contractor’s plan, otherwise, 
the contractor will be eliminated from clarification and the 
next in line vendor will be notified for clarification. 

Execution Phase: Upon signing the contract, the 
contractor can proceed to work according to their plan. 
Since the vendor was the entity that developed the plan 
and the metrics, it has now put them in full control of the 
project. Performance will be tracked and posted online 
for each contractor through Weekly Risk Reports (WRR) 
the contractor will turn in on every Friday. If ever another 
stakeholder tries to control the expert that is also reported 
on the WRR and the vendor identifies what the impact 
that control will have on the project’s performance. 

Selection Clarification ExecutionEducation of 
Paradigm 

Shift

Procurement

Project/Risk 
Management

• RFP / project requirement
• Quality based selection methodology
• Contracting

• Project Planning
• Performance measurements
• Performance reporting system

Procurement

Project/Risk 
Management

• RFP / project requirement
• Quality based selection methodology
• Contracting

• Project Planning
• Performance measurements
• Performance reporting system

Project 
ManagementProcurement

Figure 2. Best Value Approach

Many of these ideas are different from traditional 
delivery models. However, the LPO was convinced that 
the concepts were accurate due to the performance of the 
BVA system which includes the following (Rivera, 2017; 
PBSRG.com, 2018): [14][13]

• 2000+ projects and services delivered (construction 
and non-construction).

• $6.6B of projects and services delivered with a 98% 
customer satisfaction and 9.0/10 client rating of process.

• Services delivered: construction, facility maintenance, 

IT, professional [design], redesign of systems and
organizations and supply chain applications.

• $17.6M in research funding generated, due to the
effectiveness of decreasing buyer cost of services on
average by 31% [57% of the time, the highest performing
expert was selected and was the lowest cost].

• Contractors/experts could offer the client/owner 38%
more value and decreased client efforts by up to 79%.

• 90% of all project cost and schedule deviation is
caused by the owner’s non-expert stakeholders.

• Change order rates were reduced to as low as -0.6%
(Rivera, 2017).[14]

• CIB W117 has worked with over 123 unique clients
[both government and private sector] and received 12
National/International Awards.

• 5 to 30 percent of cost savings are achieved on the
projects.

• The BVA is the most licensed technology to come out
of Arizona State University licenses [54].

• It is internationally recognized through repeated
testing [Canada, Netherlands, Sweden, Norway, Finland,
Botswana, Malaysia, Australia, Democratic Republic of
Congo, France]. Education efforts are in Poland, Saudi
Arabia, India, Vietnam, and China.

• Been audited four times: The State of Hawaii Audit
(Kashiwagi et al. 2002; State of Hawaii Report 2002
(DISD));[8][15] The Dutch Study on the Impact of PIPS
(Duren & Doree, 2008);[4] The Corps of Engineers (COE)
PARC, 2008 (Kashiwagi, 2018);[11] The Western States
Contracting Alliance (WSCA) Agreement, 2011 (PBSRG,
2018).[12]

2. Problem and Proposal
The Best Value Approach (BVA) proposes that the
reason the Large Private Organization (LPO) was having
difficulty in delivering high performing services, was
due to their use of a traditional process that required
them to manage, direct, and control their vendors,
instead of utilizing their expertise. Performance-Based
Studies Research Group (PBSRG) proposed that in using
the BVA, the LPO would no longer have to perform
MDC activities and would be able to begin utilizing the
expertise of the vendors. Using the BVA the LPO would
not only begin to see the performance of services go up
but also would see that the cost and time to implement
services would decrease.

A study (Kashiwagi ,  2013) [10] was performed
comparing the BVA with traditional delivery systems and
it identified that not only did performance increase, but
the cost went down and the value the buyer received went
up (see Figure 3).
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Criteria Traditional PIRMS Factors
# of outsourced Services
Cost of services $274,480,342 $189,001,943
Added Value - $72,762,248.60
Average Customer Satisfaction (CS) 3.43 8.02

Overall Comparison

31

Figure 3. Traditional Delivery Systems vs. BVA Perfor-
mance

2.2 Methodology
The Large Private Organization (LPO) agreed to the 
implementation of the BVA and agreed to the following 
steps:

(1) Educate their personnel on the BVA.
(2) Use the BVA on implementing the ERP software 

upgrade service.
(3) Document and analyze the project and its results.

3. Large Private Organization Enterprise Re-
source Planning Software Upgrade Service
The enterprise resource planning (ERP) service was led 
by the Large Private Organization’s (LPO) procurement 
group in the Human Resources Department. The ERP 
would affect every area of the organization, as it would be 
changing the way all 4,000 employees would track their 
work hours, receive payment, and work with the LPO’s 
electronic business processes. The ERP would replace its 
current legacy IT software platform.

The first step in doing this was to educate all the LPO’s 
upper management personnel that was included on the 
core team. Many of the personnel had their disagreements 
with minimizing the management, direction, and control 
of the vendors, but in the end, all agreed to follow the 
process.

The first step was developing the scope of work 
without using technical requirements or specifications. 
The following was what the LPO finally agreed to publish 
as the SOW:

The intent of the overall project is to provide Large 
Private Organization (LPO) with a Human Capital 
Management, Payroll, and Time/Attendance system. The 
system will replace the current systems, which are either 
out or soon to be out of support and compliance and will 
need to integrate with applications that LPO will maintain 
related to HR, Payroll and Time/Attendance.

The Scope of Work to be considered in your proposal 
includes both: Product Solutions (software, hardware, 
ongoing support, maintenance, and upgrades), and 
Consulting and Project Support (business process design, 
system integration design, development, testing, and 
implementation, technical support, technical and end-user 
training).

A. A cost-effective integrated Hardware/Software
solution for delivery of core HR including benefits
enrollment and integration with third-party providers,
Payroll, and Timekeeping activities. Desired solution
will provide data integrity, positive user experience, data
analytics, compliance, risk mitigation, and efficiencies.
It will also enable LPO to meet its complex business
requirements (ie. multiple jobs, mixed FLSA types,
multiple payment types and pay rates, multiple managers
and approvers, labor allocation, reporting, labor laws,
teacher contract pay, etc.)

B. Demonstrated ease of integration of related
HCM content and activities (Value Adds) including
compensation, benefits, talent management, recruitment,
and learning management.

C. Evaluation and estimate of “cost of ownership”
for your proposed solution, including hardware/software
purchase and licensing, ongoing costs for maintenance and
support, and estimated support needs (LPO staff resource
and non-payroll cost needs) from LPO and Partners.
Costs for updates, upgrades, maintenance, security, and
customizations. Provide a 5-year cost of ownership
projection based on LPO employee levels (approx. 4200
employees with annual turnover approx. 13%).

D. Evaluation of existing related best practice business
processes and technical support to update and redesign
these processes as necessary to ensure data integrity,
positive user experience, integration, compliance, and
efficiencies aligned with best practices.

E. Technical support, coordination, and evaluation of
system implementation and testing including SIT and
UAT testing of all processes and interfaces. Development
and availability of test environments.

F. Consultation, advice, and collateral material related
to change management and adoption of new systems/
processes including communications plans, templates, and
evaluation, development, and design of training for LPO
technical users and end-users.

G. Maintenance: Provide a recommended plan which
outlines ongoing maintenance requirements, including
updates and upgrades for the system going forward.

This was extremely different than what both the buyer
and the vendors were used to seeing. Many of them
questioned why more information and explanation was
not provided. The response given to them was, “you tell
us what should be required and what would be best to
receive”.

This enabled a request for proposal (RFP) to be created
within 30 days compared with the previous attempt that
took 1 year. The rest of this section will review all the
major phases of the ERP software upgrade BVA project.
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3.1 Selection Phase
On 8/17/2016, the LPO released the request for proposal 
and received six responses. Table 2 shows the evaluation 
scores. Contractor A was the lowest price ($2.9M from 
the most expensive and $53K from the second-lowest), 
and highest prioritized vendor. In the selection phase, no 
technical details were discussed, but the vendors were 
required to show their documented past performance, 
identify the major risks that the project could encounter, 
submit options for anything they thought could add more 
value to the buyer that no one else could offer, and price. 
The top three submittals’ teams were brought in for 
interviews. The interviews only asked high-level questions 
and did not go into the details of the vendor’s offers. A 
selection committee of three persons provided the ratings. 
Table 2 shows the total scores (out of 100). 

Table 2. Human Resources ERP Evaluation Ratings

No Criteria A B C D E F

1 Level of Expertise rating 25.0 22.7 13.6 13.6 18.2 20.5

2 Risk Assessment rating 25.0 21.4 14.5 14.3 20.2 19.0

3 Value Added rating 15.0 11.3 11.3 11.3 11.3 11.3

4 Interview rating 22.0 25.0 0.0 0.0 16.3 0.0

5 Cost 10.0 9.8 9.0 5.5 7.9 5.4

Total 97
($3.4M)

90
($3.5M)

48
($3.8M)

45
($6.2M)

74
($4.3M)

56
($6.4M)

The highest-ranked vendor (Vendor A) was also 
the lowest cost. The selection was simple and took no 
decision making from the team. 

3.2 Clarification Phase
Vendor A was allowed to advance into the clarification 
phase. The main purpose of the clarification phase are as 
follows:

• Ensure the vendor is an expert by requiring them to 
create the technical requirements, create a simple plan that 
resolves any concerns from the buyer and shows the buyer 
how they will be able to know the vendor is delivering 
quality service throughout the entire project.

• Resolve any inaccurate buyer expectations. 
• Ensure all parties are informed and accountable for 

their part in the implementation of the service. 
They were expected to develop a complete technical 

scope of work and pre-plan the entire project before they 
could receive a signed contract with the Large Private 
Organization (LPO). Their deliverable for the Clarification 
Phase was called clarification documents (full plan). It 
included the following: 

• Scope of work.
• Assumptions and Resource Breakout.
• Price schedule.
• Schedule.

• Performance metrics.
• Risk management plan.
After Vendor A created the first draft of their

clarification documents, a meeting was held with the
client and the following issues were identified:

• Plan identified multiple testing strategies, which
would identify if the enterprise resource planning (ERP)
system is working, with no explanation of how it will be
conducted upfront prior to award.

• Plan did not identify all resources and expectations
from the LPO in order to bring the project to completion.

• Client was confused and did not know how to
proceed.

Contractor A initially had a difficult time laying out the
entire plan for the client. They were used to the traditional
process of the client telling them what the schedule should
be, what meetings and communication were required, and
to figure out who was responsible for what after a contract
was signed throughout the entire project. The following
are examples of how by requiring the vendor to lay out
a plan, it resolved many issues before the contract was
signed, and ensured the project would be successful by
allowing the expert vendor to determine what should be
done:

(1) First, the vendor had to clarify the scope of work
with the client. Figure 3 shows the original scope of work
submitted. After review, the client did not understand
at a high level what was being delivered, the cost and
time requirement, and which stakeholder would be
responsible for all the major parts of the project. The
vendor eventually clarified this information to the client
and helped the client to understand the major deliverables
(see Figure 4 and Table 3) steps the vendor would make to
finishing the service.

(2) Second, the vendor had to clarify how many
resources and how much time they would need to spend
on the project to enable the vendor to deliver the service
correctly. Figure 5 is what the vendor initially submitted.
It was an 855-line detailed schedule of activities. After
the detailed task line items were simplified, the vendor
was able to break the project down into major phases
(see Figure 6), general assumptions (see Table 4), major
resources associated with hours and a schedule of when
the resources are expected (see Figure 7 and 7a). When
completed, it helped to ensure the client and the vendor
had the right expectations and assumptions of what would
happen during the contract to minimize any surprises.

(3) Third, the vendor had to clarify when and how
much they would bill the client. Table 5 shows the original
price schedule submitted. It was unclear to the client what
was being billed, when and for how much. Table 6 shows
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the adjusted price schedule. The client was able to identify 
how much the vendor was charging for each deliverable 
and ensure they were comfortable with when the vendor 
would expect payment. 

(4) Fourth, the vendor had to clarify their schedule. 
Table 7 shows the vendor’s milestone schedule. It did 
not help the client understand what major activities were 
to be conducted and major client and stakeholder action 
items. Table 8 shows the adjusted milestone schedule. It 
helped the client to see the major phases of the project, 
major activities and client and stakeholder action items all 
associated with dates. 

(5) Finally, the vendor had to clarify their risk 
mitigation and management plan (RMP). Table 9 shows 
the initial RMP submitted. It did not have any metrics to 
identify the cost and schedule impact if one of the risks 
occurred. The client was unable to prioritize which risks 
were more likely and critical. Table 10 shows the adjusted 
RMP submitted. The adjusted RMP identifies the risk, 
vendor’s plan of actions to mitigate or manage the risk, 
their client assumptions and cost and schedule impact to 
the project.

(6) The vendor clearly identified how they would 
measure the performance of the project before the contract 
was signed which enabled the client to know exactly 
what information the vendor would collect, report on 
throughout the end of the project, and how they would 
determine when the project was successfully completed. 

All these steps completed by the vendors, helped the 
client to resolve all of their concerns and issues with the 
vendor’s proposal, which led to a contract being signed.

Workday Service Subscription Description Excluded from Implementation 

 

Benefits - LDP 
Benefits  enables the set-up of 

benefit plans, benefit groups, 

eligibility rules and benefit rates; 

maintenance of enrollment event …. 

Custom Reports Exluded (WD 

provides delivered reports and 

dashboards and has included …. 

Absence Management 
- LDP 

Absence Management supports the 

management of leave of absences 

and time off. …  

Custom Reports Exluded (WD 

provides delivered reports and 

dashboards and has included …. 

Time Tracking - LDP 
Workday Time Tracking enables the 

collection, processing, and 

distribution of time data for a global 

workforce. … 

Custom Reports Exluded (WD 

provides delivered reports and 

dashboards and has included 16… 

 

Payroll for United 
States - LDP 

Workday Payroll for US supports the 

creation and management of Payroll 

for U.S. employees. Configure 

earnings, deductions, accumulations, 

and …..  

Custom Reports Exluded (WD 

provides delivered reports and 

dashboards and has included 16 

hours of knowledge transfer to assist 

.. 

Cloud Connect for 
Benefits - LDP 

Cloud Connect for Benefits extends 

Workday HCM by providing 

integration to a …. 

Custom Reports Exluded (WD 

provides delivered reports ….. 

Core Human Capital 
Management - LDP 

Core HCM includes management of 

the unified worker system of … 

Custom Reports Exluded (WD 

provides delivered reports and 

dashboards and … 

Figure 4. Original Scope of Work

Table 3. Adjusted Scope of Work – Major Deliverables 
and Responsible Parties

Deliverables Primary Owner Date
Design Analysis —Vendor 

Integrations
Integration 
Consultant 4/25/2017

Design Analysis — Client 
Integrations

Client Technical 
Analyst 4/28/2017

Design Analysis – Business 
Processes Vendor Value Add

Principal Con-
sultant 5/15/2017

Design Analysis - Reports Client Team 8/2/2017

Figure 5. Original Detailed Schedule

imeline (Weeks) Project Plan Architect Configure  Test Deploy 
Post Prod 
Support Total 

Recommended 
Timeline 4 8 11 21 6 7 57 

Estimated Start 12/22/2016 1/19/2017 3/18/2017 6/1/2017 10/26/2017 12/14/2017 12/22/2016 

Estimated End 1/19/2017 3/18/2017 6/1/2017 10/26/2017 12/14/2017 1/25/2018 1/25/2018 

 

Figure 6. Major Phases

Table 4. General Assumptions

General Assumptions Client Questions/Con-
cerns Vendor Response

Professional Services in 
this SOW will be per-

formed at ~70% offsite 
and 30% onsite at a client 

location.

-Vendor’s breakout of 
presence by major activi-

ties?
 

-How do we know this is 
the right approach?

 
-What other off-site tools 

[besides emails and phone] 
will be used to communi-

cate?

Vendor will pro-
vide presence by 

major activities for 
each stage/role. 

 
Typical approach 
for commercial 

side is 80% offsite 
and 20% onsite.  

 
Additional offsite 

tools: WebEx, 
Skype, internal col-

laboration tool.

Figure 7. Responsible Parties – Hours Associated
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Figure 7a. Responsible Parties – Hours and Schedule 
Associated

Table 5. Original Price Schedule

Fee Summary Project 
Plan Architect Configure/

Prototype
Test (E2E 

and Parallel Deploy Post
Prod Total

Professional 
Services 
Hours

276 1044 1578 1629 505 84 5116

Delivery 
Assurance 

Checkpoints
150

T&M Fees $71,160 $228,140 $333,610 $349,130 $112,575 19,980 $1,154,490

Table 6. Adjusted Price Schedule

Price Schedule
Invoice 
Month

Task/Ac-
tivity

Initial Invoice 
Amount

Invoiced 
Date

Date Payment 
Received

Jul Data Anal-
ysis $2,500.00 1/29/2016 7/29/2016

Aug Draft 
Report $50,000.00 1/29/2016 8/15/2016

Sep … … … …
Oct … … … …
Nov … … … …

Dec Final 
Report $3,500.00 1/29/2016 12/15/2016

Table 7. Original Milestone Schedule

Major Stages
Stage 1: Planning
Stage 2: Architect

Stage 3: Config & Prototype
Stage 4: Test

Stage 5: Deploy

Table 8. Adjusted Milestone Schedule

Task Name Start Finish
BUSINESS READINESS AND EDUCATION

PLAN STAGE 12/22/16 1/19/17
CHANGE AMBASSADOR NETWORK 12/22/16 1/19/17

Recruit members 12/22/16 1/19/17
Change Ambassador Kickoff Meeting 12/22/16 1/19/17

ARCHITECT STAGE 1/19/17 3/20/17
TRAINING STRATEGY 1/19/17 3/20/17

Develop high-level training strategy with LPO 1/19/17 3/20/17
Review/share draft with PMO and project team 1/19/17 3/20/17

Finalize training strategy 1/19/17 3/20/17
CONFIGURE & PROTOTYPE STAGE 3/18/17 6/1/17
CHANGE READINESS ASSESSMENT 3/18/17 6/1/17
Change Readiness Workshop (review/refine 

initial maps/questions) 3/18/17 6/1/17

Deploy 2nd Change Readiness Assessment 3/18/17 6/1/17
Compile survey results and prepare presentation 

of results 3/18/17 6/1/17

Review survey results with project team and 
Change Ambassadors 3/18/17 6/1/17

TEST STAGE 6/01/17 10/26/17
COMMUNICATION PLAN 6/01/17 10/26/17

Continue deployment of communication and user 
adoption events 6/01/17 10/26/17

DEPLOY STAGE 10/26/17 12/14/17
CHANGE READINESS ASSESSMENT 10/26/17 12/14/17
Change Readiness Workshop (review/refine 

initial maps/questions) 10/26/17 12/14/17

Deploy 3rd Change Readiness Assessment 10/26/17 12/14/17
Compile survey results and prepare presentation 

of results 10/26/17 12/14/17

Review survey results with project team and 
Change Ambassadors 10/26/17 12/14/17

Table 9. Original Risk Mitigation and Management Plan

Risk Risk Mitigation Approach Risk 
Impact Plan of Action

Ineffective 
approval, sign-
off and decision 

making 

A strong commitment to 
decision making and sign-

off is imperative to meet the 
established project timeline. 
• Vendor will outline the de-

liverables and milestones that 
require sign-off and decision 

making. 
• All client decisions will be 

documented by vendor. 

Probabil-
ity: High

 
Impact: 

High

Client and 
vendor will 
meet about 
this issue. 

Vendor will 
track this in 
the weekly 
risk report. 

Table 10. Adjusted Risk Mitigation and Management Plan

Risk Risk Mitigation Approach Risk Im-
pact

Plan of Ac-
tion

Ineffective 
approval, 

sign-off and 
decision 
making 

• Vendor will outline the de-
liverables and milestones that 
require sign-off and decision 

making. 
• All client decisions will be 

documented by vendor.
• Vendors will review the 

outstanding tasks, actions, 
decisions, and sign-offs on-

line via Central Desktop with 
client and will include this 
information in the WRR.

Client Assumptions:  
o Will ensure management un-
derstand the impact of making 

decisions. 
o Will identify decision makers 

for each areas of the project. 
o Will publish, in advance, 

month-by-month assignments 
as appropriate (roles, com-

mitment levels, and names of 
assigned individuals). 

Probability: 
High 

Impact: 
High

Schedule: 
1 week of 
additional 

work.
Cost: 40 
hours ($ 
10,600).

1. Vendor will 
document im-
pact in WRR.

2. Vendor 
will provide 

dominant 
information to 

client.
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3.3 Execution Phase
After the contract was signed. The vendor then carried out 
the plan that they had created in the clarification phase. 
Each week the vendor reported on their performance 
and sent a simple report out to all the key stakeholders 
to ensure everyone understood where the project was at. 
The report was in the form of an excel spreadsheet, which 
measures the final schedule and cost from its baseline, to 
identify the differential and who was responsible for it. 
The following tables show the key sections of the report. 

Table 11 shows the first major section of the report, 
which records the baseline cost and schedule the report 
will measure from. 

Table 11. Project Setup

Project Information Contact Information

Client LPO Client Project Manager First, Last Name

Vendor Vendor A Phone  XXX-XXX-XXXX
Project Name IT Project Email XXXX@LPO.com

Date Awarded 12/23/2016 Vendor Project Manager First, Last Name

Award Cost $1,967,975.00 Phone XXX-XXX-XXXX

Duration [Total days] 388 Email XXXX@VendorA.com

Initial Start Date 1/3/2017

Initial Completion Date 1/26/2018

Table 12 shows the milestone schedule. The vendor was 
required to layout their plan from beginning to end using 
major activities with assigned dates. To assist in making 
the schedule simple, the milestone schedule includes all 
stakeholder activities. If a milestone deviates from its 
baseline, a deviation number (Dev #) is assigned to it. 
The Dev # correlates to the line item that the deviation is 
explained in the deviations section (see Table 13). 

Table 12. Milestone Schedule

Milestone Schedule

# Activity % Com-
plete

Baseline 
Schedule

Revised 
Schedule

Dev 
#

1  Vendor Customer 
On-Boarding 100% 1/26/2017 1/27/2017

2  Sales to Service Transition 100% 1/2/2017 1/2/2017
3  Joint planning tasks 100% 1/2/2017 1/2/2017

4  Customer-owned planning 
tasks 100% 1/2/2017 1/2/2017

5  LPO / SCI Organization 
Readiness Plan 100% 1/2/2017 1/2/2017

6  Workbook Reviews - Value 
Add 100% 1/2/2017 1/2/2017

7  Training - for Workbook 
completion 100% 1/2/2017 1/2/2017

8  Project Kickoff Meeting 100% 1/2/2017 1/2/2017

Table 13 shows the deviations section. Each time a 
milestone did not meet the baseline schedule and caused a 
deviation beyond the end completion date, or an additional 

cost was incurred, it is recorded in the deviations report. 
In addition to the cost and schedule impact recorded, the 
entity responsible is identified.

Table 13. Deviations

Dev 
#

Date 
Entered Items Plan to Mini-

mize Risk
Impact to 

Critical Path
Impact to 

Cost
Entity 

Responsible

1 7/14/17

Assistance 
Benefits, 
Payroll 

and Time 
Tracking 

requirements 
and testing

LPO keeps 
adding 

requirements. 
To assist with 
requirements, 

LPO has signed 
a change order

0 $110,800  Client 

At the completion of the execution phase, the project 
was able to be completed on time and on budget. The 
customer was extremely satisfied, and the internal project 
team could not believe how well the project went. There 
were no major issues that occurred on the project. Table 
14 shows the final reported performance. 

Table 14. Final Report

Budget  Schedule

   Initial Start Date 1/3/17
Initial Allocated Budget $1,967,975.00  Initial Completion Date 1/26/18

Current Estimated Bud-
get $2,078,775.00  

Current Completion
Date 1/26/18

$ Over Budget $110,800.00  Days Delayed 0

 $ Due to Client $110,800.00  Days to Client 0

 $ Due to Vendor $0.00  Days to Vendor 0

 $ Due to Unforeseen $0.00  Days to Unforeseen 0

 $ Due to Other $0.00  Days to Other 0

% Over Budget 5.63%  % Over Schedule 0.00%

 % Due to Client 5.63%  % Due to Client 0.00%

 % Due to Vendor 0.00%  % Due to Vendor 0.00%

 % Due to Unforeseen 0.00%  % Due to Unforeseen 0.00%

 % Due to Other 0.00%  % Due to Other 0.00%

4. Conclusion
The Large Private Organization (LPO) was amazed at
how well the Best Value Approach (BVA) worked on their
enterprise resource planning (ERP) software upgrade
service. The LPO would eventually use the BVA to deliver
7 other difficult services, including the following:

1. OpenText Digital Media Workspace and Archive
2. Small Unmanned Aircraft System Program
3. Library System Replacement Project
4. Master Strategic Plan
5. Business Continuity Plan
6. LED Fixture Replacement
7. Electronic Health Records System
For each type of service, the LPO documented that

the less the buyer managed, directed, and controlled the
vendors and the more they utilized the vendor’s expertise,
the higher-performing services they received. The
following are the overall performance metrics of all their
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BVA implementations:

Table 15. Overall Performance of LPO BVA Implementa-
tions

 Total

Program Overview

Total project cost (million) $3.02
Customer Satisfaction (out of 10) 9

Project Overview  

# of projects 6
 # projects on budget 4
 # projects on time 2
Project Deviations  

% Cost overrun 6.7%

Due to client 6.7%
Due to vendor 0.0%

Due to unforeseen 0.0%
Due to other 0.0%

% Schedule overrun 34.6%
Due to client 27.3%

Due to vendor 0.0%
Due to unforeseen 0.2%

Due to other 7.1%

The LPO also found that the following characteristics 
are required in order to enable the utilization of expertise:

(1) Transparency – The only way to utilize the expertise 
of the vendor and for the buyer to allow the vendor to 
take control of the project is if both sides are completely 
transparent and provide all the information and supporting 
documentation for all of the work they do. 

(2) Simplicity / Non-Technical communication – 
The only way the buyer will feel comfortable enough to 
enable the vendor to take control of a project is if they 
can understand exactly what will happen and why the 
vendor is doing what they are doing. In order for a process 
to be efficient all participants, must also have the right 
expectations and know what their responsibilities are. 
This can only happen if everything communicated is clear 
and simple.

(3) Measure – The buyer and vendor will have no way 
of knowing if the service was successful and the value it 
produced unless clear metrics are in place ahead of time 
that all parties agree upon. In the BVA, a vendor is not 
hired to complete a set of technical requirements, they are 
hired to accomplish a certain level of performance. 

5. Implications and Limitations
The LPO identified that the BVA decreased the cost 
and time of delivering services, while increasing the 
performance of the services. The implications of this 
study are as follows: 

(1) Utilizing the expertise of the vendor can create
transparency and develop a contract that minimizes risk
and measures performance.

(2) Transparency holds all project stakeholders
accountable for the decisions they make and work that
they perform.

(3) Performance information is more effective at
differentiating and selecting vendors than technical
information on the service.

(4) Requiring a vendor to have a plan that can be
explained in non-technical terms and identify how they
will measure their performance before their contract is
signed will mitigate risk and increase the quality of the
service.

(5) The client is the main cause of project cost and
schedule deviations.

(6) The Best Value Approach is not limited to
delivering IT projects. It can be used on many types of
services.

The limitations of this study are as follows:
(1) This research was not able to document the

satisfaction of the delivered services for the entire length
of the service. Further analysis of the client’s satisfaction
may provide more insight on the actual performance of
the delivery of services.

(2) Greater documentation of the performance of the
LPO’s traditional approach for delivering projects can
give a more accurate view on the differences with the Best
Value Approach.
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